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Abstract— The new developments in the field of information technology offered the people growth, comforts 

and convenience, but there are many security and online transaction management related problems. Main is 

password hacking. Password files have got a lot of security problem that has affected millions of users as 

well as many companies. Password is generally stored in encrypted format, if a password file is hacked by 

hacker by using the password cracking techniques and decryption technique it is easy to find most of the 

plain text from encrypts passwords. To implement OTP Generation and Bio-metric verification system. To 

provide three way verification system first is password, second is One Time Password (OTP), third is 

biometric scanning. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The money transaction using mobile phone is one of 

the most important technological developments of 

our age. It has become the primary tool of people 

around the world for communication and business 

applications. The trend of global mobile phone usage 

increased from the year 2012 from 1.2 billion people 

to 4.5 billion people in 2019. There are many 

applications from the payment service providers that 

were developed for supporting mobile payments 

including. Examples of the  

 

 

 

 

application are Google pay, Phone Pay, Google 

Wallet, Paypal, and Paytm. However, most 

of the applications mentioned above use the 

traditional form transaction processing: one bill, one 

transaction. This may affect the performance 

potential of the mobile payment process and difficult 

to handle password security in system. We 

implement application i.e. card payment using three 

way security. 

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In this section, we briefly review the related work 

on card payment security system and their different 

techniques. 
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Mohammad Reza Nami: factor in the future 

development of financial services industry, and 

especially banking industry. Growing international 

trading and problems in transferring money have 

motivated researchers to introduce a new structure. 

E-banking is such idea. Most of banks are using the 

Internet as a new distribution channel. The paper 

presents a through survey of e-banking describing 

definition, barriers, benefits from the customers’, 

economy, and bank point of views, and main issues 

and challenges such as risk management and factors 

responsible for e-banking development. Finally, 

conclusion and future perspective of e-banking 

development will be discussed. 

 

LIU Rui-bo, SUN Li-hua - The banking merger and 

acquisition (M&A) has become the focus of the fifth 

wave of global merger tide, followed by people's 

puzzle about whether there is a positive and 

sustainable performance of banking M&A. By 

sifting the current microscopic analytical method of 

banking M&A performance, we choose the adjusted 

case study law for an overall analysis of the case of 

Wing Hang Bank Ltd. purchasing Chekiang First 

Bank N.A. We draw a conclusion that the positive 

impact of M&A on improving bank efficiency and 

shareholder's value can be confirmed, so that the 

discrepancy between empirical results and the real 

M&A activities at present can be perfectly explained. 

 

Imran Erguler - The paper, checks the honey 

word system and present some remarks to 

highlight possible weak points. Also, they 

suggest an alternative approach that selects the 

honey words from existing user passwords in the 

system in order to provide realistic honey words 

a perfectly flat honey word generation method – 

and also to reduce storage cost of the honey word 

scheme. 

 

Lianying Zhao and Mohammad Mannan - 

Using deception techniques (as in honeypots), 

they propose the user-verifiable authentication 

scheme (Uvauth) that tolerates, instead of 

detecting or counteracting, guessing attacks. 

Uvauth provides access to all authentication 

attempts; the correct password enables access to 

a legitimate session with valid user data, and all 

incorrect passwords lead to fake sessions. 

 

Patrick Gage Kelley, Saranga Komanduri, 

Michelle L. Mazurek, Richard Shay, Timothy 

Vidas Lujo Bauer, Nicolas Christin, Lorrie 

Faith Cranor, and Julio Lopez - In this paper 

We develop an efficient distributed method for 

calculating how effectively several heuristic 

password-guessing algorithms guess 

Passwords and Honey word generation method 

i.e. chaffing-with tweaking provide some 

possible improvements which are easy to 

implement and introduce an enhanced model as 

a solution to an open problem also overcomes 

almost all the drawbacks  of previously proposed 

honey word  generation approaches. 

Comparison Table: 
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III. EXISTING APPROACH 

 

A lot of work has been done in this field thanks to its 

extensive use and applications. This section 

mentions some of the approaches that have been 

implemented to achieve the same purpose. These 

works are mainly differentiated from the technique 

for banking systems. 

1. Generally in many companies and software 

industries store their data in databases like 

ORACLE or MySQL or may be other. So, the 

entry point of a system which is required user 

name and password are stored in encrypted form 

in database. Once a password file is stolen, by 

using the password cracking technique it is easy 

to capture most of the plaintext passwords. 

2. System doesn’t provide the security 

 

IV.      PROPOSED APPROACH:- 

 

In the proposed solution, at the time a user sends a 

login request and simultaneously create honey 

words. Those factors are used to identify the 

customers at the initial step. Based on initial 

identification a personal profile is created and stored 

in the database. 

 

Based on the mentioned factors the users are 

compared with the personal profile which is in the 

system database, from the next login attempt 

onwards. If there are no unauthorized access detected 

and all the factors are compatible with the profile, 

access will be allowed. But if there are some 

unauthorized access, based on the security 

mechanism will be carried out. This security 

mechanism includes an automated email notification 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. System Architecture 

 

Figure 1. System Architecture 

 

The system consists of Honey word creation, honey 

index, one-time password generation and bio metric 

verification. System also contains database which is 

having online transaction application. User gets an 

alert after login into system and if password is 

incorrect still the user gets the alert. 

 
B. Algorithms 

1. Take input as a Position (pos) and Password  

(pass).  

2. Reverse the Password.  

3. Apply for loop from 1 to 20.  

4. if(i == position)  

    realPassword[i] = pass;  
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    hashPassword[i] = generatorHash(pass);  

5. Else  

    realPassword[i] = replace(password1);  

    hashPassword[i] = generatorHash(pass);  

6. passResult.put("real", realedPassword);  

    passResult.put("hash", hashedPassword);  

    passResult is HashMap.  

7. Return passResult 

 

Conclusion 

 

It presents a standard approach to securing 

transaction from multiple applications in the one 

system and it propose monitoring data access 

patterns by profiling user behaviour to determine if 

and when a malicious insider illegally accesses 

someone’s documents in a system service. Decoy 

documents stored in the system alongside the user’s 

real data also serve assessors to detect illegitimate 

access. Once unauthorized data access or exposure is 

suspected, and later verified, with challenge 

questions for instance, it inundate the malicious 

insider with fake information in order to dilute or 

divert the user’s real data. 
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